
  Kilimanjaro

Mount Kilimanjaro  is a dormant volcano in Tanzania. It has three 
volcanic cones: Kibo, Mawenzi and Shira. It is the highest mountain in 
Africa and the highest single free-standing mountain in the world: 5,895 
metres (19,341 ft) above sea level and about 4,900 metres (16,100 ft) 
above its plateau base.
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  Machame Route Kilimanjaro
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DAY 1 ARUSHA TO MACHAME CAMP.
After an early breakfast, drive 2 hour to the Kilimanjaro National Park Gate to get your trekking permits. Depart 
with only a Backpack and begin your ascent through the mossy rain forest at a "pole pole" pace (slow slow!) to 
the Machame campsite. Slow hiking over the next few days helps with acclimatization to the high altitude. Keep 
an eye out for monkeys and other animals as you explore the lush forest. Enjoy a delicious meal before getting 
some well-deserved rest at the Machame Camp.
Total Hiking: approximately 7 miles (11.2 km) / 4-7 hours of trekking Peak Altitude: 9,400 ft (2865 m)
Inclusions: all meals + coffee, tea, water; national park fees; accommodations, porter services

DAY 2: MACHAME CAMP TO SHIRA CAMP
After breakfast, leave the glades of the rain forest and continue your ascent. Cross a small valley and walk along a 
steep rocky ridge covered with heather until the ridge ends. Head west into a river gorge until you reach Shira 
Camp for some relaxation and a delicious hot meal. Spend your second night sleeping in tents under the stars.
Total Hiking: approximately 3 miles (4.8 km) / 4-6 hours of Peak Altitude: 12,500 ft  (3810 m)
Inclusions: all meals + coffee, tea, water; national park fees; accommodations, porter services

DAY 3: SHIRA CAMP TO BARRANCO CAMP
Enjoy warm tea and coffee before beginning your trek to Barranco Camp. From the Shira Plateau, continue east 
up a ridge passing the junction towards Kibo peak. The trail gradually steepens becoming a rocky semi-desert 
landscape. Once at Barranco Camp, enjoy a delicious meal while taking in the beautiful sunset. Although you end 
the day at the same elevation as you started, it's very important for acclimatization and will help your body 
prepare for summit day.
Total Hiking: approximately 6.2 miles (11 km) / 6-8 hours trekking Peak Altitude: 13,000 ft  (3962 m)
inclusions: all meals + coffee, tea, water; national park fees; accommodations, porter services

DAY 4: BARRANCO CAMP TO KARANGA CAMP
After breakfast, leave Barranco Camp and continue on a steep ridge, passing the Barranco Wall.  Continue for a 
short time through the Karanga Valley to the Karanga Camp where you will stop for the night. This will be a short 
day meant for acclimation to the increase in elevation. 
Total Hiking: approximately 3 miles (5km) / 4-5 hours trekking Peak Altitude: 13,255 ft  (4040 m)
Inclusions: all meals + coffee, tea, water; national park fees; accommodations, porter services

DAY 5: KARANGA CAMP TO BARAFU CAMP
After breakfast, leave Karanga Camp, this  is are relatively short climb but by no means easy 
Total Hiking: approximately  miles (4km) / 2-3 hours trekkingPeak Altitude: 14950 ft  (4673 m)
Inclusions: all meals + coffee, tea, water; national park fees; accommodations, porter services

DAY 6: BARAFU CAMP TO KILI SUMMIT TO MWEKA CAMP

Prepare for a spectacular (and long) day! Wake up between 3-4 am, to hike up to the summit between the 
Rebmann and Ratzel glaciers. Be prepared for a very cold summit with plenty of layers and enough battery to 
snap that summit shot. Head northwest and ascend through heavy scree towards Stella Point on the crater rim. 
This is the most mentally and physically challenging portion of the trek. After hiking through the night, enjoy a 
spectacular sunrise as you reach Uhuru Peak at the top of Mt. Kilimanjaro (19,341 ft). From the summit, descend 
straight down to the Mweka camp site (10,171 ft). Enjoy your last dinner on the mountain with your team of 
porters and guides. Total Hiking (Ascent): approximately 3.1 miles (5 km) / 7-8 hours trekking Total Hiking 
(Descent): approximately 7.5 miles (12 km) / 4-6 hours trekking
Peak Altitude: 19,341 ft  (5895 m)
Inclusions: all meals + coffee, tea, water; national park fees; accommodations, porter services

DAY 7: MWEKA CAMP TO ARUSHA
Soak in one last view from Mweka camp Now is a good time to thanks and Continue down the trail to the Mweka 
Park Gate where a vehicle will meet you to drive you back to your hotel in Moshi. After a hot shower and rest, 
enjoy a delicious celebration dinner!
Total Hiking: approximately 6.2 miles (10 km) / 3-4 hours trekking Peak Altitude: 10,171 ft (3100 m)
Inclusions: all meals + coffee, tea, water; national park fees; accommodations, porter services.



  Marangu  Route Kilimanjaro

DAY 1:  MARANGU GATE TO MANDARA HUT

The adventure begins! Drive 1 hour to the Marangu Gate to get your trekking permits for Kilimanjaro National 
Park. Depart with only a daypack and begin your ascent through the mossy rain forest. Stop for a picnic to enjoy 
your box lunch before continuing the ascent. Spend the first night on the trail at Mandara Hut, a solar generated, 
A-frame hut. Enjoy a delicious dinner before getting some well-deserved rest.
Total Hiking: approximately 5 miles (8 km) / 5 hours of trekking Peak Altitude: 8,907 ft (2715 m)

DAY 2: MANDARA HUT TO HOROMBO HUT

Transition from the rain forest into the grasslands and catch your first glimpses of the Kibo Crater. Trek past the 
unique plant life that can live for 100 years and reach up to 16 feet tall. Pass an ancient burial ground and learn 
about local Chagga culture. Retire to Horombo Hut for the evening after a warm meal and great sunset views.
Total Hiking: approximately 7.2 miles (11.6 km) / 6-8 hours of trekking Peak Altitude: 12,155 ft  (3705 m)

DAY 3: HOROMBO HUT

Spend a day at Horombo Hut to acclimate to the altitude. Take a short hike to Zebra Rock, a geologic 
phenomenon located near the hut. Don't forget to look up at the star-covered sky with a clear view of the Milky 
Way. With almost no light pollution and it's proximity to the equator, the Kilimanjaro area is an astronomer's 
paradise.
Total Hiking: approximately 1.5 miles (2.4 km) / 2-3 hours trekking Peak Altitude: 13,123 ft  (4000 m)

DAY 4: HOROMBO HUT TO KIBO HUT

The hike continues through another microclimate - the alpine desert. This moon-like landscape gives you great 
views of the summit as you near 15,000 feet of elevation. Eat lunch on the trail and reach Kibo Hut by mid-
afternoon. Eat an early dinner and sleep for a few hours before departing at midnight for your summit attempt.
Total Hiking: approximately 6 miles (9.6 km) / 6 hours trekking Peak Altitude: 15,518 ft  (4730 m)

DAY 5: KIBO HUT TO UHURU PEAK TO HOROMBO HUT

Prepare for a spectacular (and long) day! Rise just before midnight to begin the long ascent to the summit where 
steep switchbacks lead you to the top. Be prepared for a very cold summit with plenty of layers and enough 
battery to snap that summit shot. Reach Gilman's Point (18,652 ft) at sunrise and take in the golden light before 
making the final push to Uhuru Peak, Kilimanjaro's summit at 19,341 ft! From the summit, head back the way you 
came and return to Kibo Hut for a quick snack before continuing down to Horombo Hut for the night.
Total Hiking: approximately 12.7 miles (20.4 km) / 13-16 hours trekking Peak Altitude: 19,341 ft  (5895 m)

DAY 6: HOROMBO HUT TO ARUSHA.

In the morning, soak in one last view from Horombo Hut and enjoy songs with the staff members of your group. 
Now is a good time to tip the porters, cooks, and guides. Continue your descent past Mandara Hut and continue 
all the way back to the park gates. Return to Arusha or Moshi for a hot shower and a celebration dinner with your 
team.
Total Hiking: approximately 12.2 miles (20 km) / 6 hours trekking Peak Altitude: 12,155 ft  (3705 m)
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  Rongai  Route Kilimanjaro
Day 1:RONGAI GATE (1950m) – SIMBA Camp (2600m)
Hiking time: 5 hours Distance: Approximately 8 kilometers Habitat: Montane Forest
After an early breakfast at your hotel, you will be picked up from Arusha (1400m) and driven to Rongai Gate 
where your guide will do registeration, which is 5 hours away from the Arusha. The trail begins in the tall 
cornfields then leads into the pine forest. This trail has a gradual ascent and allows hikers to enjoy their 
surroundings. About halfway up the trail you will have a lunch break and you will reach the Simba Camp (2600m) 
in the late afternoon or early evening. The crew and chef, who move very fast up the mountain, will reach camp 
before you and set up your tents, boil drinking water, and prepare snacks for your arrival. After washing up, a hot 
dinner will be served. For overnight, mountain temperatures may drop to freezing so be prepared!

DAY 2:SIMBA CAMP 2600 m – THIRD CAVES 3875 m

Habitat: Heather & Moorland Hiking Time 4-5hrs
After getting breakfast, you start climbing slopes flunked with heather, with the twin peaks of Kilimanjaro keeping 
a watchful eye as you progress. After two hours you will be invited to witness and experience the shadow of the 
cave. The second caves, around 3450 m, lie twenty minutes further on through lizard country of bare rocks and 
long grass. After we pass the second caves, we go up hill and cross a wide and usually dry riverbed which in the 
rainy season is a popular playground for buffaloes. The path continues drifting southwards across the terrain, 
where the dry flower helichrysum is now interspersed among the heathers. Huge rocks begin appear to the left 
and right, temporarily obscuring the peaks of Mawenzi and Kibo. We are near the campsite after crossing a final 
river bed, where you will be met again by the crew and chefs who prepare your accommodations for the 
evening.

DAY 3– THIRD CAVES 3875 m KIBO HUT 4720 m

Habitat: Desert Hiking Time: 3 hrs
After breakfast, we start for the Kibo Hut. This day is short, and you should expect a great deal of wind and sand 
along the way. You will cross the trail of junction to the school hut right before we continue to Kibo Hut where 
you can meet not only your porter group, but other climbers from the Marangu route as well. You will now rest 
early in the afternoon/evening and wait for the summit climb.

DAY 4 :KIBO HUT TO UHURU PEAK TO HOROMBO HUT
Prepare for a spectacular (and long) day! Rise just before midnight to begin the long ascent to the summit where 
steep switchbacks lead you to the top. Be prepared for a very cold summit with plenty of layers and enough 
battery to snap that summit shot. Reach Gilman's Point (18,652 ft) at sunrise and take in the golden light before 
making the final push to Uhuru Peak, Kilimanjaro's summit at 19,341 ft! From the summit, head back the way you 
came and return to Kibo Hut for a quick snack before continuing down to Horombo Hut for the night.
Total Hiking: approximately 12.7 miles (20.4 km) / 13-16 hours trekking Peak Altitude: 19,341 ft  (5895 m)

DAY 5: HOROMBO HUT TO Arusha

In the morning, soak in one last view from Horombo Hut and enjoy  members of your group. It will be a good 
time to thanks the porters, cooks, and guides. Continue your descent past Mandara Hut and continue all the way 
back to the park gates. Return to Arusha or Moshi for a hot shower and a celebration dinner with your team.
Total Hiking: approximately 12.2 miles (20 km) / 6 hours trekking Peak Altitude: 12,155 ft  (3705 m)
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